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MISSION 
 
LINEAGE 
4392 Mission Support Squadron   
30 Mission Support Squadron 
 
STATIONS 
Vandenberg AFB, CA 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
30 Mission Support Group 
 
COMMANDERS 
 
HONORS  
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 



EMBLEM 

 
4392 Mission Support Squadron emblem: On an ultramarine azure disc, two supporting hands are 
Positioned at the base. A man, woman and child silhouette are placed at the nomeril point and 
are supported by the hands. An argent launched missile jessants from the dexter position Leaving 
a gules exhaust cloud at dexter. Argent paper and quill are placed at sinister. Seven or estoiles 
encircle the Charges from slightly above dexter through the chief position To slightly above 
sinister on the disc. Each estoile radiates an argent line to the elements on the disc. The disc Is 
bordered with or. An ultramarine azure scroll is attached Below the disc. The scroll is blank and is 
also bordered With or. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue and air force yellow are used in the 
design. Blue represents the sky, the primary theater of air Force operations. Yellow represents 
the sun and the Excellence required of air force-personnel. The overall design depicts the major 
missions the 4392 MSSQ supports. The hands are symbolic of the support of all the other 
elements of the emblem. The human figures represents the  military members and their families 
for whom the unit Provides service and support. The missile represents the primary mission of 
the two parent units of Vandenberg in Which the 4392 MSSQ provides support. The paper and 
quill Represent the education, training, services, and Record keeping the squadron provides. The 
yellow stars Represent the seven excellent branches of the 4392 in which support is rendered. 
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